Abstract-Phenomena related to linguistic taboos are discussed and analyzed within a framework for truth-conditional semantics for natural language.
I. INTRODUCTION
Taboo emerges from the extremities of human value systems. Freud [1, p. 33] quotes Northcote W. Thomas: 1 Properly speaking taboo includes only (a) sacred (or unclean) character of persons or things, (b) the kind of prohibition which arises from this character, and (c) the sanctity (or uncleanliness) which results from a violation of the prohibition. Popular current usage evidently does not include (c). However, anthropological study of taboo attends to the communicability of associated uncleanliness. This article addresses (a) and (c) in relation to violations of (b) through communicative action and linguistic expression.
Some expressions in natural language have come to be regarded as taboo, and although it is not the case that there is a universal semantic basis that can be used to reliably predict taboo expressions [2] , and despite the fact that the inventory of expressions that are prohibited through taboo varies with time within any one language (e.g., [3] ), it is nonetheless claimed that every culture has taboo [4] . 2 Taboo expressions may have superlatively negative or positive connotations. However, the positives, associated with sacred expressions, also involve the dread of accompanying negatives. Polite and impolite conversation make differing responses to taboo expressions: polite conversation avoids taboo, but impolite conversation is not defined as that which includes taboo expressions-impolite conversation may perceived as impolite without reaching the extreme of including taboo.
Aspects of taboo language have been discussed among a number of other puzzles of the language of politeness and impoliteness [8] . This paper provides primary focus on taboo expressions, elaborating some of their anomalous qualities. 1 From the eleventh edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica. 2 The relationship between behavioral taboo and linguistic taboo is interesting. Claims appear to be most robust for a universal behavioral taboo prohibiting incest, notwithstanding that this does not prevent incest. I do not know of evidence of a semantic prime that underlies a universal linguistic taboo. Evidently, the closest is the notion of "feeling bad" [5] , [6] . Further, some pervasive loci of taboo have been identified, even if the cross-cultural reactions to these loci differ: e.g., naming, bodily excretions, foods, death [7] .
A formal semantic analysis of these expressions is provided, again using a semantic framework recently developed for the analysis of (im)politeness [9] . Within this framework, taboo is an extreme of impoliteness.
The semantic theory applied here is informed by the view that politeness and impoliteness behaviors are manifestations of efforts to manage the generalized effects of the human disgust response [9] . Ultimately, the idea here is that it is the desire not to be ostracized as disgusting which prompts politeness and the perception of disgust which elicits impoliteness. The human disgust response is extremely powerful [10] - [12] : disgust triggers are generally experienced as irreversibly polluting; the disgust response generalizes from primary triggers to associates in unimpeded contagions; associates may be conceptual or tangible; the response includes subsequent avoidance of the trigger category following even a single exposure. 3 As the disgust response is so powerful, potentially leading to ostracism, social agents have a particular interest in being able to manage the offence that arises from disgust, and it has been suggested that (im)politeness behaviors evolved exactly for this purpose [14] .
Theories of (im)politeness have tended to be couched within pragmatic theory. 4 Invoking Goffman's analysis of human interactions in terms of "face" [16] , [17] , much research has studied politeness as "facework" [18] . In contrast, others [19] - [21] give priority to the "relational work" taken on by communicating agents. In caricature, in the terms of networks, "facework" approaches may be seen as attending mainly to the nodes (the agents), while the "relational work" approaches may be thought of as focused mainly on the links (relations between agents). The disgust-management analysis addresses the same networks, but construes (im)politeness as the toolset used to manage the "fog of offence" that might otherwise permeate the networks.
The paper proceeds by describing some of the interesting properties of taboo language ( §II). In §III a semantic theory of (im)politeness is detailed, and §IV analyzes taboo language within this framework. Essentially, the theory holds that flaunting linguistic taboo evokes maximal disgust and therefore exemplifies maximal impoliteness.
II. TABOO LANGUAGE

A. Some linguistic forms
It is common in formal semantics to define a meaning function " [ Notice that, perhaps except for w 1 , each of the w i has more than one possible lexicalization in English -among them are euphemisms, orthophemisms and dysphemisms (the latter contain the taboo expressions). 5 The literal lexical meanings themselves are not taboo. For convenience, define a function T as in (6) that picks out the taboo form in a set of expressions if it exists. 6 (6) T (w) = x ∈ w, x is taboo. (7) Ω(w) = x ∈ w, x is an orthophemism. (8) E(w) = x ∈ w, x is an euphemism.
A contrast between taboo and orthophemism is that the full meaning of a taboo expression is not exhausted by its literal lexical semantics, as indicated by (9) and (10) .
In fact, relatively few expressions in English with T (w 2 ) as a constituent have anything really to do with sexual intercourse. Rather, they are utterances that express "a level of contempt unparalleled by nontaboo words" [2, p. 155].
B. Observations on the data
It has been argued that taboo words are not inherently so. For example, T (w 3 ) is not guaranteed to exist for all translation equivalents of w 3 in the world's languages and the cultures that use them. The discussion above supports the conclusion that being taboo is not an immediately predictable consequence of literal content. However, the connotative aspects of their meaning, once conventionalized, are a part of the meaning, and contextualization of the forms within communities of use do not change that. While impolite conversation is not defined by the use of taboo forms, the use of taboo forms is evidently sufficient to render conversation impolite.
The taboos of sanctity (e.g., T (w 1 )) appear to be beyond the distastefulness of excessive politeness [8] . In communities in which the terms no longer invoke sanctity, the use of such expressions with earnest attestment of belief can cause the same sort of embarrassment for witnesses as being party to conversations that include politeness at levels that reach obsequiosity.
Taboos have been studied from neurological perspectives. Evidence informing theories of cognitive architecture associated language processing suggest that taboo terms receive more shallow processing than neutral terms even though taboo expressions tend to be the easier to recall [22] . The cultural specificity of taboo bursts in Tourette's is noteworthy [2] .
As hinted above, although manifestly differing with respect to literal semantics, relative to the connotations of contempt, T (w 3 ) and T (w 4 ) appear to be synonyms. Similarly, in terms of taboo semantics T (w 1 ) appears to be a synonym of an arity-1 version of T (w 2 ). 7 The single argument, a proto-patient, need not be articulated. Commonality of meaning between taboo of sanctity and revulsion is indicative of the circular spectrum of (im)politeness that has been noted [8] -excess politeness is not a prophylactic against disgust. As with other expressions, individuals may identify different use conditions that favor production of one over the other, but it is uncertain that their judgements of relative contempt indicated by the expressions will be stable over a sequence of days or be in agreement with offensiveness ranking judgements made by others. Thus, as with (im)politeness expressions, there appear to be equivalence classes of contempt associated with taboo forms.
Suppressed objects of verbs of excretion are available as antecedents to pronouns even though suppressed objects of other verbs are not accessible as discourse referents [23] . The contrasts for the potential antecedents (indicated with subscripts) of the pronoun it in the examples (11) and (12) show that the excrement (whether represented as T (w 5 ), Ω(w 5 ) or E(w 5 )), although unmentioned directly, is available as an antecedent, although the unmentioned object of a verb that does not evoke disgust is not accessible, as in (11). 8 (11) After the gun fired, it the gun /#it the bullet dropped to the ground. (12) After the dog defecated, #it the dog /it the excrement bore the missing ring. Imagination is evidently more robust in constructing an unmentioned antecedents in situations normally associated with disgust than in the unmarked alternatives. This is consistent with the fact that the human disgust response involves rapid and vivid imagination in that the physical components of the response ensue as if contact with a disgust trigger had occurred, even when it has not: imagined contact is prerequisite to the disgust response subsequent to the initial triggering.
Constraints on the available syntactic categories along with remarkable flexibility in placement potential of taboo expressions have also been noted [24] , [25] .
C. Summary
Some of the curiosities of taboo language have been outlined. This paper explores the extent to which taboo language may be analyzed using a semantics for (im)politeness, with focus on the extremes of impoliteness.
III. SEMANTICS OF (IM)POLITENESS
The semantics outlined in this section draws on [8] , [9] .
A. The semantic model
Denotations of linguistic expressions of politeness and impoliteness may be taken to be sets of events constrained by predications of offence involving the triggering event participants and the speaker. 9 This treatment allows both semantic and pragmatic analysis to make reference to a shared ontology: the underlying events.
Relevant properties of event types are declared in (13) . Events are particulars which instantiate the type. 10 An event token e of the typeê makes relevant relations true among arguments and has certain other properties, as specified. Events have temporality, tense, aspect, and mode. Any event particular e fixes values for these features, according to the level of granularity with which it is viewed (see [29] on levels of event granularity). Event participants-proto-agents and protopatients (see [30] )-are characterized using syntactic person. Events have use and cost for each participant. A threevalued polarity system (with 1 representing positive value, 0 representing neutral value, and -1 representing negative value) is used in a simple calculus of use and cost to determine a net value. Table I provides a specification of the combination of use and cost values to yield net values.
Below (19) and (20) characterize the sets of events denoted by impoliteness and politeness expressions, respectively. The terms used are next to be explained. Understanding the denotations of these expressions as sets of events is not far removed from approaches to semantics that take denotations to be sets of supporting situations [26] . 10 Nested feature-value matrices provide structure for bundles of first-order logical descriptions. Feature logics and equations on paths through featurevalue structures are widely deployed [27] , [28] . 
The relative offence (ô) an agent experiences in response to an event resolves the disjunctions in (14) . (14)ô(e) = attitude
after-e:
In a null context, speakers are assumed to maintain a default evaluation of interlocutors as in (15): the speaker has a default positive self-evaluation, and this is the same evaluation of all others. 11 However, alternative temperaments may also be modelled. /1 i 2nd:
The contagion noted of disgust triggers is modelled with the sharing of the minimum value of the offence level as in (16) . 12 This is a worst-case formulation of contagion in which all share the contamination of any. Thus, the principle, even expressed as a conditional, is best understood as dependent on additional parameters left unspecified here. This framework can be used to model the interpretation of (im)polite utterances and to make predictions about linguistic and non-linguistic politeness behaviors that may emerge as a speaker evaluates an event and its participants [8] , [9] .
B. Interpretation
Expression of (im)polite language enables inference of further specification ofô andê. Expressions of impoliteness support the inference that the speaker's response to an event 11 A framework for default feature logic is available [31] ; the value to the right of the slash is defeasible. Co-indexing encodes value sharing. 12 The "=" of the antecedent tests equality while the " . =" in the consequent is an assignment. 1 ∨ 0 ∨ −1 2nd:
after-e † :person:1st:polarity =ô(e † ):aftere † :person:2nd:polarity Impolite epithets may be taken to denote sets of events in which the speaker's self-estimation exceeds the speaker's estimation of others (19) . Epithets of politeness denote sets of events constrained by the reverse relation (20 These denotations do not exhaust the meanings of corresponding expressions. However, within this theory, addressing someone as "fool" supports the same inference as addressing the person as "spittle", in terms of the speaker's estimation of the addressee versus the speaker's self-estimation. 13 An issue at stake in this paper is discriminability of the taboo meaning contributions of T (w 3 ) and T (w 4 ).
IV. TABOO LANGUAGE SEMANTICS
Consider [[T (w 1 )]]. A candidate interpretation is as specified in (21) , following the reasoning that for the speaker to use a sacred name familiarly is to imply superiority or equality for the speaker, which would presumably be a contradiction in communities in which such expressions truly are sacred. Alternatively, the inferences that may be drawn follow from (22) . Using this in conjunction with (16) , an overhearer may infer that the speaker holds all present in contempt. In fact, (23) also supports the inferences relevant to T (w 3 ) and T (w 4 ). A difference between arity-2 T (w 2 ) on one hand and T (w 3 ) and T (w 4 ) on the other hand is in the syntaxsemantics interface. The former is syntactically a two-place relation as well as semantically, even though through the use in structures like imperatives, the proto-agent first argument is not realized. The latter have an argument role only for the proto-patient (which is not realized, either). Thus, the lexical semantics for these would introduce predications of the form (24) for arity-1 T (w 2 ), (25) for arity-2 T (w 2 ) and (26) for T (w 3 ).
(24) T (w
However, the inferences regarding (im)politeness for all of arity-1 and arity-2 T (w 2 ) as well as T (w 3 ) and T (w 4 ) are those which are triggered by (23) . 15 Again, for each of these relations, the background principle (16) is in force, so from an utterance of any of these expressions, it is reasonable for a co-present over-hearer to conclude that all present, including the speaker, are thought of with contempt by the speaker.
It is also reasonable to reflect on the fact that in some communities of practice the expressions considered here are used without the speakers actually feeling disgust with all present. More than denying the implications from (16), in those circumstances one might also wish to deny the predications directly conveyed by the expressions. However, it is possible to adapt a reply made by Davidson with respect to metaphorical predications [34] : disgust really is part of the meaning of these expressions, just as literal meanings are part of the baggage of metaphorical utterances. 16 In the relevant communities of practice, however, contempt, as denoted, is not understood literally. Recall (18) as an indication of inferences supported by neutral expressions. This is consistent with the polarity resolution of (18.a) as −1, since the consequence is that this value is shared between addresser and addressee. The relevant observation is that in such a community of practice where offensive forms are the norm, it is safe to conclude that while negative polarity is expressed, superiority of one interlocutor over another is not.
Above, (23) is taken as the denotation of both T (w 3 ) and T (w 4 ). This reveals that the semantic framework as currently articulated is not sufficiently expressive to capture graduations of taboo, such as would be necessary to allow both to be understood as taboo, but one more so than the other. While one approach to accommodating comparative taboo would be to allow for the full range of values in the interval [−1, 1] with some notion of taboo thresholds applying to this range, the evidence at hand is also compatible with a solution that renders polarity as a structured object that combines the former value 14 To accommodate both the literal lexical semantics of expressions, and non-literal senses, a system of sense-indexed evaluation is available [33] . 15 The syntax-semantics interface provides some guidance on resolving the proto-patient with the abstracted person role, θ, in (23) . For example, where the lexical semantics is as in (25) , the realized argument can be identified as in first, second or third, person. For (24) and (26), the unrealized proto-patient may be identified as third-person if the predication is realized as a definite noun phrase (e.g., "the T (w 2 )") or as second-person, according to whether direct address is involved explicitly (e.g., "you T (w 2 )") or implicitly. Similar considerations apply to T (w 3 ) and T (w 4 ). with a binary feature that indicates whether any other objects have a comparatively "more substantial value" for the given polarity level (or whether the value is a "superlative" such that no other value has greater magnitude for the valence).
(27) polarity valence: (27) , two possible instantiations are given in (28) and (29) . A structured polarity value such as (28) indicates positive valence, with respect to which nothing more positive is available. Similarly, (29) indicates neutral valence, but with respect to which items that are potentially "more neutral" are acknowledged. 17 Using such an encoding, the polarity for T (w 3 ) could be as in (30), and T (w 4 ), as in (31) . That is, (30) indicates that the polarity valence is maximal, and therefore cannot be exceeded, while valences of greater magnitude than (31) 0 Thus, the contradictory polarity assertion from (22) can be reconstructed using the structured polarity object (32) (32) polarity valence: 1 superlative: 1 This, as a speaker self-estimation, would then be understood to clash within a value system that, by hypothesis, accords such a valuation only to a deity. While using structured polarity values as in (30) and (31) would separate T (w 3 ) and T (w 4 ) in relation to their semantics with respect to impoliteness, clearly, this does not allow for infinite polarity graduations. However, it is not clear that infinite distinctions are reliable empirical possibilities in this context. An example discussed above (12) is interesting partly because of the demonstration of robust capacities to construct unmentioned antecedents for pronouns, and also in illustrating that pronouns may serve as euphemisms. The referent of the pronoun in the context of (12) is w 5 . 18 However, the use of the pronoun as a euphemism also conveys politeness (33). Physical assaults denote sets of events which give the author of a punch an estimation of the recipient sufficiently negative to erase inhibitions that might otherwise thwart assault (34) . (34) λe.[ô(e):after-e:person:2nd:polarity= −1] Again, relative to taboo semantics, if not accounting for differential physical injury, a physical assault is synonymous with obscene gesture or verbal insult. German law codifies their similarity with comparable scales of penalty for obscene gesture, verbal insult and physical assault: obscene gesture and insult trigger penalty of up to a year in prison or a fine and physical assault elicits up to two years in prison or a fine [37] , [38] . Further, this semantics admits attribution of truth or falsity in non-linguistic taboo. "Horse-play" can be characterized as having most of the same properties as physical assault, 20 yet it fails to denote (34) . A bystander might perceive the meaning of horse-play as (34) , but it can be meaningfully said that this perception is wrong-horse-play is not true assault and does not convey its author's contempt, one may argue.
VI. FINAL REMARKS
This paper has addressed part of the contributions to meaning of taboo language, using the semantics of impoliteness. While the semantic framework is useful for anchoring discussion of non-linguistic impoliteness and politeness behaviors, the extent to which it provides analysis to non-linguistic taboo, such as in communication with images or other potential behaviors, is relatively less explored, and interactions across modalities less again. Empirical investigation in this direction exists. For example, [39] shows that image based content that would likely create concern for anyone inclined to filter offensive content hosted within microblog accounts is more likely to be associated with microblog account names derived from common words that that expresses negative sentiment than words that express positive sentiment. However, positive sentiment words were also used as account names for blogs hosting offensive content. Relative dominance of modalities in the expression of emotions has been studied (for example, see [40] ), but more empirical work is necessary to understand the how potentially conflicting indications are accommodated.
Conformity and conflict in information arising across modalities may be realized in the present framework in further instantiation ofê andô. This article has not analyzed the cognition-internal flow of information from functional modules (cf. [41] ) nor the processes by which these information flows integrate into an overall perception and response to taboo. A work like that of [42] , which addresses cognitioninternal levels of representation and cross-module communication inherent within cognitive infocommunication may be refined to specify the particulars of modality-specific contributions to the perception of offence in the context of any triggering event.
The semantics developed here analyzes taboo language as at the extreme of impoliteness. Attention is therefore given to the aspects of meaning of taboo expressions that support valid inference about the speaker's evaluation vis-à-vis offensiveness of interlocutors. Consequently, most other aspects of lexical semantics are not emphasized. The semantics is based on a conventional ontology of events and individuals who participate in them and interact with each other. A structured notion of polarity has been introduced in order to accommodate equivalence classes of relative offence with maximal elements.
